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FreedOM    
rIders

aboriginal artists have played an important 
role in representing social and political 
inequities since the 1960s. a new exhibition 
highlights works from the artistic pioneers 
who have propelled aboriginal struggles 
into the spotlight now and then. Matt Poll 
and Katie yuill profile some of the artists.

Jonathan Jones, domestic 
lean‑to, 2008, aluminium, 
fluorescent tubes and 
fittings, tarpaulin, © 
the artist, courtesy the 
artist and gallery barry 
keldoulis, sydney

the exhibition fREEDOM RIDERS: Art and activism 1960s to 
now takes the portrait of dr charles perkins by aboriginal artist 
robert campbell Jnr (1944–93) as its starting point. today 
both the artist and his subject are acknowledged as pioneers in 
exposing the harsh social and political realities of 1960s nsW.

perkins’ remarkable life – he was an international soccer player, 
one of the first aboriginal university graduates and the first 
aboriginal person to lead a government department – remains 
an inspiration for indigenous people today.

similarly, campbell’s art, with its powerful colour and design, 
projects an uncompromising message. in the artist’s words: 

“I am painting to show people … what truths took place in 
my lifetime: for example, being fenced off at the pictures; 
the dog tag system … I’m forty five years old now and yet 
I’m still searching for that Aboriginal identity that I’ve lost.” 

the exhibition includes key works by campbell that deal with the 
colour bar and segregation, and provide a stark picture of race 
relations during the artist’s lifetime. 

Like the self‑taught campbell, elaine russell, who was born 
in tingha, nsW in 1941, uses quick‑drying acrylic paint to 
make vivid her experiences of living under conditions of social 
exclusion. she studied as a mature‑age student at the eora 
college of tafe in redfern, nsW and tranby aboriginal college 
in glebe, nsW. 

russell’s Inspection day exposes the controls exercised over 
aboriginal people living on missions. the artist explains: 

“The manager’s wife was a nursing sister and once a week 
she would inspect the houses on the mission to make sure 
that our homes were clean and tidy, which they were. She 
wanted to know how mum’s floors were so white, seeing they 
had no electricity to use an electric floor scrubber. That’s 
when Mum showed her a piece of sandstone, by which she 
was very surprised!”
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riley grew up in dubbo (his father’s country) and regularly 
visited moree (his mother’s country), both towns notorious 
for racial tension and discrimination in 1965. his maternal 
grandfather was in charge of the moree aboriginal reserve 
swimming pool and it was the prohibition of the aboriginal 
people from the town’s artesian baths and adjacent swimming 
pool that led to violent clashes in 1965. the footage of perkins 
swimming in the town pool with local aboriginal children has 
symbolised the end of segregation since that day.

Moree women from the series A common place: portraits of 
Moree Murries (1991), was taken when riley returned to moree 
to photograph his community. his cousin Lynette riley‑mundine 
recalls the impact of his work:

“He transformed our history into films and photos. Michael 
made all the family feel involved and feel that we also 
owned all those portrayals.”

this example of aboriginal people participating in their 
own representation marked a turning point. photography – 
a medium used by anthropologists and journalists to obverse 
the other – was transformed by aboriginal people into a vehicle 
of self‑representation and recognition. 

karla dickens, who was born in 1967 in sydney, adam hill, born 
in 1970 in sydney, Jonathon Jones, born in 1978 in sydney, and 
christian thompson, born in 1978 in gawler, south australia, 
represent a younger generation of contemporary artists who are 
tackling the issue of being aboriginal in australia today.

karla dickens’ installation reflects on her own experience as a 
mother, and on memories of her grandmother’s history as part 
of the stolen generations. in dickens’ words: 

“As I hold my daughter in my arms I think to my great 
grandmother, Mary, who was taken away at a month old, 
spent many long hard years at Cootamundra Girls Home, and 
died at Callan Park blind and haunted by the past … The pain 
and loss did not stop with Mary.”

in the 1970s and 1980s the tin sheds art Workshop at the 
university of sydney was a major centre for cultural activism. 
avril Quail’s Trespassers keep out! was produced at tin sheds 
in 1982. Quail, who was born in 1958 in brisbane, combines the 
aboriginal flag, a symbol of land rights since the 1970s, with an 
image of an aboriginal man (her grandfather) excluded from 
the flower gardens and homes of suburbia. With his hands 
crossed and staring directly at us, he leans on a picket fence 
defaced with the words ‘trespassers keep out!’.

campbell and michael riley (1960–2004) also worked at the 
tin sheds during these years. in 1982 riley undertook a course 
under photographer bruce hart, who became a lifelong mentor 
and friend. campbell became artist‑in‑residence in 1987, the 
year after he painted his portrait of perkins. 

Quail and riley, who met as students at sydney college of the 
arts, helped set up the influential boomalli aboriginal artists 
ko‑operative (later co‑operative) in 1987, and russell became 
a regular exhibitor. in fact, an aboriginal artistic resurgence 
occurred in sydney during the 1980s in reaction to the 
looming bicentenary and inspired by the earlier activism of the 
freedom rides, the 1967 australian referendum and the 1972 
tent embassy activists. this included exhibitions Koori Art ’84, 
Urban Koories (1986) and NADOC ’86 Exhibition of Aboriginal 
and Islander photographers, and the establishment of bangarra 
dance theatre, black books, indigenous screen australia and 
redfern radio.

michael riley’s portraits, documentaries and films were made 
first and foremost for an aboriginal audience, to celebrate a 
new generation of young aboriginal people in the arts and 
public life. his circle of sydney‑based aboriginal artist friends 
and community members was the basis of his photographic 
portraits, including Tracey [Moffatt] (1986), which is displayed 
in the exhibition, and Hetti from the series Portraits by a 
window (1990). hetti perkins, charles perkins’ daughter, is 
currently senior curator at the art gallery of new south Wales. 
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perkins’ granddaughters madeline, thea and Lille. both artworks 
share a similar structure, concentrating on the face and upper 
torso of their subjects. While charles is portrayed as an activist, 
microphone in hand at a demonstration, his granddaughters 
are presented against a desert backdrop, hair blowing to a 
harp melody. 

one of perkin’s granddaughters, madeline madden, was recently 
involved in a national media campaign, organised in 2010 by 
independent lobby group generation one, which asked australians 
questions about equality. Let us hope the next generation doesn’t 
have to ask the same questions.

FREEDOM RIDERS: Art and activism 1960s to now explores 
sydney‑based activism through key artists. it will include footage 
from the 1965 freedom ride and will be on display at the 
university art gallery from 3 July. see the story on page 14 for 
a tribute to the iconic 1965 freedom ride.

Matt Poll is Assistant curator, Indigenous heritage at the 
Macleay Museum and Katie yuill is Assistant curator of the 
university Art gallery and Art collection.

adam hill creates bold and witty works, such as his painting of 
cathy freeman winning the gold medal in the 400m at the sydney 
olympics: Despite her race she was a champion (2005). in the 
FREEDOM RIDERS exhibition his work reflects on the northern 
territory intervention as a police dog on steroids rampaging 
through the outback – a direct comment on the greater 
government and police scrutiny of these communities than other 
sections of the australian community.

Jonathon Jones’ domestic lean‑to (2008) is a cool and minimal 
work consisting of internally lit repetitive bands of white light 
encased in two plank‑like forms, which casually rest against 
the wall. the work alludes, through the material presence of 
tarpaulin, to the most common form of aboriginal housing in 
australia for thousands of years: the gunya, a makeshift temporary 
shelter. the mesmerising light bands suggest abstractions of 
aboriginal‑incised decorations.

christian thompson was one of two recipients of the inaugural 
charlie perkins scholarship (2010) to study at oxford university. 
in the exhibition, thompson’s video Heat (2010) works as a 
counterpart to the earlier portrait of charles perkins in depicting 

Left: robert campbell Jnr, 
Charlie Perkins, 1986 
the university of sydney 
union collection © the 
artist’s estate, courtesy 
roslyn oxley9 gallery,  
photo: ©michael myers 2010

below: christian thompson, 
Heat, 2010, digital video 
stills, © the artist, courtesy 
the artist and chalk 
horse, sydney

“she wanted to know how mum’s 
floors were so white, seeing they 
had no electricity to use an electric 
floor scrubber. that’s when mum 
showed her a piece of sandstone, 
by which she was very surprised!”




